
Stewards Notes  

Stewards 
Veterinary Surgeon 

D Jonas, J Evans, J Jones, M Herrmann 
Dr G Moore 

    

   

-TYLA GRACE was slow to begin. Approaching the turn into the back straight HURUCAN checked around the heels of ALPHA AION then  
moved out into the running line of FOX GAMBLER. Turning into the home straight TYLA GRACE checked around the heels of HE’S OKAY 
then moved out checking HURUCAN. 
-HURUCAN was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

    Maiden 

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner STITCH ‘EM CILLA. 
On the first turn KLAIN CHASER took WOODSIDE COCO down into the running line of JACKIE DEE causing JACKIE DEE to be checked 
then FLUMMOXED moved out checking ASTON RANZA. Approaching the turn into the back straight ASTON RAN ZA moved down sharply 
towards the rail checking JACKIE DEE. 
KLAIN CHASER was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner NERVOUS AN WEIRD. 
CEE ME TURBO was slow to begin. On the first turn CEE ME TURBO raced wide. Turning into the back straight POWER TO WYN 
checked around the heels of SPRING BRIDGE. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner MY AMERICAN GIRL. 
Shortly after the start PALISADES PARK moved down checking QUEEN WERINA. On the first turn AGENT THIRTEEN moved down   
causing OAKVALE MAGIC to make contact with the running rail then QUEEN WERINA was forced to check around the heels of OAKVALE 
MAGIC and move out checking PALISADES PARK and LOVE MADE ME causing LOVE MADE ME to fall. LOVE MADE ME regained its 
footing and went on to complete the course. Turning into the home straight QUEEN WERTINA raced wide. 
-LOVE MADE ME was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
-OAKVALE MAGIC was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
-QUEEN WERINA was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   
-A swab sample was taken from the winner GREY GHOST. 
On the first turn WOODSIDE JESTER ran onto the heels of VICTA CALEB then several strides later HOLD DA DOOR checked around th e 
heels of WOODSIDE JESTER and raced wide. Along the back straight MAX PICK checked around the heels of WOODSIDE JESTER. 
Turning into the home straight WOODSIDE JESTER checked around the heels of MAX PICK then moved out checking HOLD DA DOOR 
causing HOLD DA DOOR to race wide. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner OFTEN IMITATED. 
On the first turn LOSE YOUR BLUES checked around the heels of DATA QUEEN. 
-Stewards noted that DROP THE LEASH had its teeth caught in the muzzle for the entire running of the event. 
 
 
 
 
 



                

     

   

-Shortly after the start ABUZZ moved out sharply and raced wide along the home straight on the first occasion. On the first turn NUT 
ALERGY ran onto the heels of and dragged down ASTON HODGE checking GAME FACE then NUT ALERGY checked around the heels of 
ASTON HODGE and moved out checking WHY THAT and DYNA SOREN. Turning into the back straight GAME FACE moved down 
sharply checking HOT MARLOW. Along the back straight ABUZZ raced wide. 
-ASTON HODGE was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-On the first turn HOPE’S BEAU moved out checking RACHEL ZANE then MEPUNGA GAL pushed through underneath HOPE’S BEAU 
and as a consequence MEPUNGA GAL was turned sideways. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner SMART KNOCKA. 
On the first turn BLUE SHADOWS made contact with the running rail then moved out checking CRACKERJACK SKIP. Turning into the 
back straight BLUE SHADOWS bumped heavily with CRACKERJACK SKIP on several occasion until BLUE SHADOWS was forced to 
check around the heels of CRACKERJACK SKIP and moved out checking BECKHAM. 
-BLUE SHADOWS was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner SHIMA BREEZE. 
WEBLEC NIC was slow to begin. On the first turn LADY EMERALD made contact with the running rail then moved out inconveniencin g the 
run of WEBLEC NIC then SHIMA BREEZE moved out checking OAKVALE STRIKER. 
-LADY EMERALD was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-Shortly after the start ODNOC TO WINGALA moved down checking STEVE KEEPING causing STEVE KEEPING to stumbl e. On the first 
turn PIRATE’S CURSE moved down checking ODNOC TO WINGALA and WYNBURN LUCIFER causing WYNBURN LUCIFER to drop 
back sharply. 
                

    

   
-ANDREWS GIFT was slow to begin. Approaching the winning post COME ON LOOPY moved down checking DASHING HOPE. On the 
first turn DASHING HOPE moved out checking STITCH ‘EM ROSEY then ANDREW’S GIFT raced wide. Along the back straight 
ANDREW’S GIFT raced wide. 
                

INJURIES NIL   

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

NIL   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS STITCH ‘EM CILLA (R2) 
NERVOUS AN WEIRD (R3) 
MY AMERICAN GIRL (R4) 

GREY GHOST (R5) 
OFTEN IMITATED (R6) 
SMART KNOCKA (R9) 

SHIMA BREEZE (R10) 

SUSPENSIONS NIL   

FINES ISSUED MR P ABELA GAR 48 NO CATCHER (ASTON RANZA) $20 (PAID) 
 


